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THE DOOR THAT NEVER OPENED
February 9, 1998

Frank H. Mayfield, Jr.

This past September much of the world was
following the events of Princess Diana's untimely
death.
During the funeral service, thoughts ventured
to my last visit to Westminster Abbey.
The T.V. view
within that pantheon didn't share the section on the
east side of the south transept known as Poets Corner.
With the first buried in the Corner, I enjoy an
unbannered bond. Geoffrey Chaucer is the leaven of t he
light, a ligature to the words, a condition not unusua :
between a poet and his audience. With me, modestly,
the relationship has brought a mite more.
I should
simply describe i t .
. fullness, favors, and flower .
Wanting to share specifics is indicative of the
affections furnished within your company.
This stage ,
the Club's call, ever protected by Lawrence Carr's
perpetual words . . . "a sacred confidence." An
opportunity tonight, the reader liberating himself, a n
essay if you will, which otherwise might never be
presented, if not for those endearing comforts.
~Y

association with Geoffrey began in Miss
class at Walnut Hills High School. Tape d
on the blackboard was a large calendar poster for the
Hutch~nson's
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month of April and below that, an equally large picture
of a rain scene.
The next board displayed a similar
poster for March, and beneath, a sizeable graphic of a
plant with roots visible under the earth's surface.
"Today we are going to meet Geoffrey Chaucer", she
exclaimed, "and to enjoy old English, or appreciate any
poetry, we must allow creations in our minds, the
formations of panoramic pictures gathered from the
words." She continued, "on leaving class today,
pride yourself on knowing the first four lines of
Chaucer,
. from there and for the remainder of your
lives, you'll love The Canterbury Tales, stories you'll
revisit several times."
Miss Hutchinson directed our attention to the
board, asking, "When do we get the first spring
showers?".
. " in April." Then pointing to the
second board,
. "and what month comes before, when
the roots are still thirsty?".
. "March." She
encol.1r.:1gpd us, . . . "close your eyes, imagine a lovely
vista, a field with emerging spring stems and a lightly
falling rain." A calm settled, she waited, all eyes
were surely closed, and softly, she recited .
Whan that Aprille with his shoures sote
The droghte of Marche hath perced to the rote,
Never have I grasped anything so quickly or retained it
more firmly.
A friendship with Geoffrey had begun.
Chaucer was nearly forty - five years old when he
made the commitment to organize and write The
Canterbury Tales. He actually hadn't started writing
much of anything until his mid thirties.
The genius
emerged from a keen understanding of human nature,
perfected from a checkerboard of experiences at all
levels of society.
To be a good story teller, you need
be a good listener. Listen he did, on the pilgrimages,
in the finest parlors, and all his favorite pubs. When
he ultimately converted the happenings of his day, he
left a harmony of agreeable sounds, charming stories,
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clear images, and ever so subtle v~rse. What's
remarkable, is that the Tales survlved at all. No
period of English history changed more than the 150
years following his death. Not only was there .
significant change in behavioral.values a~d soclal
fabric, but the media of express~on, Engl~gh gpe~ch the verbs, nouns, and pronouns changed abruptly lnto .
modern English. The culture was abandoning the archa
language of medieva~ ~ime~. Against those hurd~es, we
find historical ver~flcatlon and a measure of hlS
greatness.
Prompting me this evening is not his greatness,
but his young life, the late teens to his early
thirties.
It's my sense, Geoffrey suffered from a
disability, a condition frequently associated with
other noted men, such an Einstein, Edison, Michael
Angelo, woodrow Wilson, Nelson Rockefeller, and George
Patton.
It's an affliction affecting possibly as high
as twenty-five percent of the male population.
Dyslexia is insidious, and may inhibit, or deny, a mu c~
larger group than most might imagine.
Practitioners '
the field readily admit not knowing the cause, and
remedies are debated.
I must admit questioning what
qualifications I have to comment on the subject. Aft e~
this is concluded, you too, may be indulging in a
similar inquiry.
Most experts agree dyslexia primarily affects
males.
It was first thought ten percent of boys were
impaired, but recent studies suggest a number
considerably higher. Dyslexics quite often score above
average to high on I.Q. tests. All have a reading
dysfunction. Dyslexics commonly conform to
institutional mores, like being patriotic and loyal t o
family, yet non-conforming patterns prove diverting a ne
self protecting. For recognition and self image,
pursuits other than academics find greater prominence.
To disguise reading problems, particularly among peers ,
social over-playing is frequently evident. Dyslexics
are more often ambidextrous, inviting athletic prowess .
Audio and pictorial memory are usually good.
Shying
from committee type activities is symptomatic; being
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subconsciously wary their slower cognizance with
written material could cause embarrassmen t . As they
ponder a career, there is typically frus t rat ion and
delay.
They are late bloomers, but by mid- thirti es,
creativity becomes circumventing, a n d wa y s are foun d to
best use their good intelligence. The e mergence o f
intellectual int ere sts is common then , and at times
they have become men of lett er s.
Geoffrey Chaucer exhibite d many of these
characteristics. What's known of his schooling lS
surprisingly obscure. Even the College of Arms in
London, the keeper of the reco rds , familiar with all
else about his family and positi ons, is only able to
confirm where he didn't go to sc hool.
The self
depreciation and mockery in his writing is curious.
He
alludes to his incapacity, a l ack of wits, and in an
e arly fable portrays himself a s stupid. He was clearly
of gentry class and played wel l, but
des~ly, his
inherited squirely rank. Geof frey was
ab e to settle
down i n his twenties, trying n umero s ' obs, fitting
from one to another . Trave l ing with a passionate
divergenc e . He l ov e d the bars and adored the ladies .
As one enjoys his lusty good humor i
the Shipman's
Tale, any doubt about his las civiousness completely
disappears. Numerous times h e was in trouble for debt.
He dabbled in politics to no acclaim. Geoffrey simply
c?uldn~t ~ oc us o n a ~ingle mi ssion.
It was midway in
hlS thlrtles, when flnally t he "flower " was "sired",
and he picked up his pen. Can't we i deed, comfort a bly
say, after he bloomed.
. and b 00
e d ' d, the wo rld
of English speaking people re ceived and never forgot .
The intrusive childhood p a ttern of this disorder
likens to the creeping "blackdamp", the poisonous ga s
known to deep shaft miners, i nvisibly inc ing through
the catacombs, silently choking off, closing the door
to a more bountiful life. Where but, light and right
is not seen again, the strewn bodies, the denied
c areers leave a careless ca rnage of too few
chanticleers. The debatab le battle to clear the haze
and find the stepping stones is poignant and often
d e eply p e rsonal.
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My parable, an episode when John Diehl led a small
band of Literary Club cohorts on an unforgettable
expedition. They engaged a "safecracker" and
painstakingly pried open the doors of the "old safe".
The doors had remained unopened for fifty years.
The
effort to recover Lawrence Carr's ashes went
unrewarded, but opening those doors was a stepping
stone to one of the finest papers ever presented,
John's contribution on the dauntless life of our
benefactor, Dr. Carr.
The title presupposes a door that never opened.
In fact, Cincinnati had one. The Christ Hospital had
long benefitted from the stewardship and generosity of
the Gamble-Nippert Family. Judge Alfred Nippert,
father of our late and dear member, Louis Nippert,
chaired policy and development at the Hospital for
three decades to his death in 1956. For one, who had
already funded a goodly part of the Hospital's brick
and mortar, prescribing the addition of an intimate
little chapel likely came easy. The Chapel was built
in the early fifties on the Hospital's south side. The
Judge expressed wishes to Louis that he wanted his
private funeral to be held in the Chapel. Further, he
directed the construction of an outside door on the
west corner of the Narthex. The door was not to be
used, save one occasion. The lone exception - to
receive the Judge's casket. The Judge wanted to avoid
a spectacle and disturbing the patients. On the day of
his funeral, the hearse arrived at the appo i nted hour.
Funeral directors chose convenience over consecration,
and ignored the dedicated route, the grassy path around
to the special door. The casket rolled right through a
gathering room of astonished anxious patients, up the
passenger elevator, and through doors not meant to be.
In spite of forsaken wishes, the faupax did not detract
from the deserved reverence and dignity of the moment.
Be there some truth to the notion "best laid plans of
mice and men"
the door that never opened, was
permanently sealed.
So it is with too many dyslexics. A highly
regarded researcher in the field referred to a child's
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question, "When does up end and down begin, and she
asked, "is he a precocious philosopher, a dyslexic, or
both. 11 A few interested clinical historians have
submitted compelling evidence that a number of great
men, some intel l e.r~llally brilliant men, demonstrated
telling characteristics. Seemingly, intellectual
capacity combined with keen oral skills enables certain
dyslexics to bluff their way through early grades.
Sheer inventiveness creates their own stage and
maximizes their measure. There's one such character,
an authentic America legend, who like Geoffry Chaucer,
I have never known on a list of well known dyslexics.
An American Cherokee Indian, will Rogers, favored
our nation for over three decades with political satire
and self-effacing wit. He could easily disquiet the
country's conscience, whenever it needed a good
nUdging. A lesser known part of the story, is his
unconventional route from childhood to maturity.

His father operated a prosperous cattle ranch in
Oklahoma.
The family didn't want for much and the
children enjoyed the indulgence of loving and
protective pare nts.
From the time he could walk,
Willie took to the horse and was working a rope.
He
first attended school at age six, a daily event which
he showed little tolerance.
The patience of his
principal reached its breaking point when Willie one
day lassoed the teacher. His next stop was a girls
boarding school. The Headmaster had a son the same
age, which worked for both fathers.
After a yea r Clem
Rogers received a letter, "will not doing well, I
suggest you remove him." Willie was hustled off to yet
another school. He fared no better. By the seventh
grade, his father had located a school specializing in
language and verbal skills. Will Rogers once said,
after three years in McGuffey's Fourth Reader, III knew
more than McGuffey". With junior high school
completed, he next attended Scarrett Institute, from
which he was expelled after one semester.
An exasperated father, sent him off to his sixth
school, Kemper Military in Missouri. A classmate would
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later say, "Willie did well at talking subjects, he
could remember anything the teacher said, but hated
reading". One report card gave recognition for his
unerring grasp of Lyman's formidable Historic~l chart,
which portrayed the seque nce of world events 7n color.
Vocal skills were important at Kemper. Classlc
orations were practiced, like "Friends, Romans,
Countrymen". The textbook taught gestures, and will
loved it. With a qift for timing and misplaced
emphasis, inevitably he could crack up Lhe class.
The schools' regimen was torment too much. Will
left Kemper early, a decision, about which he later
expressed regret. Through his late teens and a g~od
part of his twenties, Will Rogers was "an arrow w1thout
a target". Between traveling, gallivanting, and
spending money, his father worried himself half to
death. But as one friend said, "slowly but surely,
Will was developing a sure-footedness,
. which
finally comes to a feller who has learned to paddle his
own canoe". When twenty-five years old he dropped a
one line note to his father:
"I'm reading now, but
only newspapers, cause I do better with short
sentences."
It is easy developing a warm feeling for will's
father.
I would have enjoyed doing a little fishing
with him, trading a few tales, and sharing my
experience. That experience began in June of 1979.
I
received an ominous call from Cincinnati Country Day
School where our son had been attending since the first
grade . School officials determined Frank was
~np:epared to advance to the seventh grade, declaring
1t 1n everyone's best interest, he not repeat the sixth
gra~e.at Country Day.
The school viewed his reading
deflc1ency Loo severe [or their program to be
effective.
The collaborative effort between ourselves and the
teachers had been extensive; eye and ear examinations,
a psychologist, tutors, and as some would expect, we
ha? ~he best available in neurology by way of the
C11n1c on Oak Street. The door was closing on Frank.
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Time was short.
If a fine private school in
Cincinnati, with supposed additional support systems,
couldn't meet his needs, risking him in the public
schools was an unappealing option. The situation was
particularly perplexing inasmuch as over the preceding
eighteen months Frank had taken three separate I.Q.
tests, and on each had scored above average.
We had
recognized for sometime, as had his older siblings,
something remarkable about Frank's sensory perception
and memory.
One demonstrative example occurred while
the family was vacationing at the Greenbriar in West
Virginia.
For those not familiar, the hallways in the
guest wings extend close to one hundred yards in some
instances. After supper the first evening, we were
returning to our room, and once in the general area,
realized the door key didn't indicate the room and all
had forgotten the number.
Shame on me, and I started
the long trek t~ the front desk.
There was a tug at my
coat, and FrGnk~e, only three years old, said "Daddy, I
know room." While brother and sisters laughed, he
pulled me back down the hall, pointing to a room
appearing like all the rest.
Skeptical, I knocked.
Then the.key, it opened. After much pleading, he
shared hlS magic.
Three rooms further down the hall
and just beyond, was a free standing cigarette
receptacle.
Her fertile little brain had photographed
the number of rooms from that object.
The best laugh
came when a jealous sister quipped, "well anybody could
do that."
In spite of his unique industry, we were at a loss
how to advance his reading.
An acquaintance advised of
The Gow School in western New York specializing in a
dyslexia disorder.
Peter Gow, a pioneering educator,
believed dyslexics to be gifted.
In collaboration with
the renown neurologist, Dr. Saml1R] Ortnn, Mr . Gow, as
early as 1920, was exploring methods in reconstructive
language, a multi sensory approach.
My call made it
through to the highly purposed Headmaster, David Gow,
son of the founder.
Classes were filled for the coming
year.
Sensitive to my urgency, this magnanimous man
offered to evaluate Frank on the following Sunday.
During that session, Frank was given a number of
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exercises to perform, including but not limited to
tying his shoes, swinging a bat, kicking a soccer ball,
aiming a rifle. Most exercises proved to be managed by
his more dominate right side, but three were controlled
by the left.
It was contended students without signs
of dyslexia would manage almost entirely from the
dominate side. David Gow was persuasive, he coaxed
Frank to use his good character to persevere, to bear
with his frustration, he even offered up a prediction,
IIFrank will make a very fine soccer player one
day. II Several schools in New England were recommended
for our consideration. Urging us to start driving east
that afternoon, Mr. Gow promised by the time we arrived
in the vicinity, he would have arranged introductions.
Our last stop was Cardigan Mountain School in New
Hampshire. Mrs. Norman Wakely, the gracious wife of
the Headmaster, warmly welcomed us. As it happened, a
seriously ill student had just withdrawn. A slot
opened for Frank. Cardigan School had been a special
project by a group of enlightened trustees at Dartmouth
University. Their view, grades six through nine are
the mosl critical yc~rc and their program is limited to
those four years. Just one of their many objectives
was advancing new remediation initiatives for students,
who, if not for a reading dysfunction, have full
academia and above average capacity. There is little
question, that marvelous school, those bridge building
years, have generously influenced Frank's life. He
returned to Cincinnati in 1984 and entered the
comfortable setting of Summit Country Day. He engaged
the practices provided at Cardigan, embraced the
printed page, and opened the door.
Frank's education
continued uninterrupted through college gradu~tion.
Events now turn to the fall of 1985, and the
greatest sporting match I ever attended.
The
hyperbolism may be used unabashedly, like Mohammed Ali,
it's in the eyes of the beholder.
For many years Summit Country Day School struggled
to have a successful soccer program with little to
show. Not before the '85 season had the number of wins
raised any expectations. For the first time, the
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record earned the team a place in the post season
regional tournament.
This was an encouraging development, but
enthusiasm was wisely tempered. Due to earlier
experiences, prospects in the first round appeared less
than promising. St. Bernard, a perennial power, had
soundly stomped Summit three times that season, twice
on the regular schedule and once in a mid-season
invitational.
Despite a nasty night with a nippy repressing
rain, the sidelines had attracted a decent crowd, and
the bleachers were filled.
My seat was perched
precariously at the end of a row, barely offering
enough room for an enthusiastic fan.
Sitting beside me
was our affable fellow club member, Holden Wilson.
There were many fine players on Summit's roster, but I
specifically remember the performance of four defensive
players. One was the sophomore goalie, P.J. Zaloba,
another was the stopper, junior Bill Barrett, and
another was Critty Wilson, the junior fullback and son
of Holden. The fourth was Senior Frank Mayfield, the
sweeper.
To the wonderment of ever wishful Summit fans, the
game was tied at half-time. The eternal optimist next
to me uttered somewhat unconvincingly,
IIleast
there's a chance. II
With six or so minutes to go, the score was still
tied one to one when St. Bernard committed a foul at
center field.
Summit was awarded a direct free kick.
Now normally at mid-field that kick would be executed
by the halfback, restarting play by advancing the ball
to one of the wings. Nobody was capable of a kick far
enough to consider a sixty yard goal.
In this
instance, Coach Eggerding had a change of heart. He
~ollered fo~ Frank to take the kick, yelling IIgo for
It, ,go for It.''
By Frank's blank expression, it was
ObVl0US he was confused, not believing the coach's
order. With a reluctant shrug, submissively Frank
positioned for the attempt. He started forward on the
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ball.
. , WHAM, and suddenly all time stopped.
You've seen those slow motion films, the spectators
following inch by inch the suspended ball prolonged in
flight.
That's what it was. The ball was high,
hanging, and dead on. Seemed like an eternity. Their
goalie timed his leap, he was at full extension. Just
inches from outreached fingers, and inches below the
bar, the ball found the aperture like opening into the
goal.
The place went absolutely crazy .
jumping,
shouting, hugging. Amidst the celebration, it went
without notice, the father of the kicker had
disappeared.
The on-field event caused lively movement
on my seat row.
It was like a bounce on a runaway
buckboard and my backside had broadtailed into the cold
wet mud below. Now I'm a reasonably resilient fellow,
and not easily given to hurt feelings, but it's worth a
side note here,
. Holden never missed me.
The coach maintained his composure . Six long
minutes remained. Quickly the team was repositioned
back on defense. St. Bernard was rapacious, pounding
kick after kick,
. rejected, rejected, rejected.
The game was entirely at Summit's end. Seconds were
ticking off. St. Bernard's center forward side - stepped
our gallant goalie; he had a wide open shot. Out of no
where lunged Critty Wilson with an unbelievable header .
It was the final rejection. The Silver Knights of
Summit Country Day emerged victorious.
Whenever that game recurs to mind, I think of the
lines by poet Alan Seeger,
. "one crowded hour of
glorious life, is worth an age without a name".
I
relished reading my son's name on the sports page the
next day. Mayfields, for sure, only ever dreamed of a
mention in that portion of the paper. The fellows
brought notice and honor to their school. The soccer
program was raised to a new level, securing a
progressive tradition, the pinnacle reached eleven
seas?ns later when Summit Country Day was ranked number
one ln the State of Ohio.
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Now let your thoughts return for a space to that
1979 Sunday morning session with Mr. Gow. He inquired,
if I had experienced any reading problems . My halting
response, a not yet willing to let the cat out of the
bag.
. "well maybe." His next observations provoked
my first small steps out of the closet. Mr. Gow urged
me to share with my son any of my own frustrations
during elementary grades. He was interested whether I
practiced any personalized memory method.
It was
suggested I reflect upon any routine practices, my own
habits, not necessarily the same as those Frank had
performed. Were any managed more by the left hand as
opposed to my right? Silently I thought of a few
hygienic practices like brushing my teeth, soaping the
body, and cleaning my bottom.
I didn't divulge which
in fact was the hybrid in my case. After all, there
are a few sacred cows.
The truth is, during the fifth and sixth grades I
was tutored in reading - after school, two days a week,
at a teacher's home.
Fearing playmates would discover,
I always exited her side porch, near some bushes,
affording a camouflaged escape.
It was a self depreciating and torturous experience. The teacher
swatted my hand with a ruler to break the habit of my
f inger following the sentence across the page. Mother
meted no mercy when presented with evidence of the
r uler marks. Whether Mother believed torture teaching
was being used, or acceptable, I never knew. After
passing the Walnut Hills entrance exam, she likely
r ationalized the end had justified the means.
When faced with long reading assignments, I
struggled to retain information. For three years up
through the tenth grade, Dad shipped me off to Culver
Military Summer Camp. While other cadets enjoyed "free
swim", my stockade was a remedial reading class. The
word "shipped" I use affectionatel~, f,?r my ~on chose
to depict his means of transportatlon ln a llke
fashion.
Finally and thankfully, in my junior ¥ea~, a
demonstrative Miss Hutchinson, perhaps unwlttlngly,
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showed me a key, converting words to pictures, a means
to enjoy and remember groups of words by dramatically
magnifying the objective meaning to sequential
pictures. As example, by taking an already familiar
sequence, such as the hallways at Walnut Hills, and the
known location of classrooms, my way to memorize
explorers in American History, was to assign each
explorer a classroom.
In my mind, I'd build life size
statues, a visual image of each explorer in the
doorways, and I'd superimpose the critical dates in
giant size numerals on that room's blackboard. During
the test, I would imagine marching down the hall,
observing each statue, visualize the blackboard, and
~ecall the information.
I recognized my best capacity to retain
information did not come from remembering words, but by
converting them to pictures and remembering the
pictures.
I realized when hearing words aloud, the
pictures came more readily. A dear wife, my high
school sweetheart, guarded my secret. Thru graduate
school, she read aloud the long assignments.
Her
devotion, no doubt, prevented compromise of career
pursuits, and without her, my interest in farming would
have been introduced much sooner and for far different
reasons.
I have suggested doors that never open.
There was
a memorable event in my youth involving a door of sorts
that didn't open. A distinguished member of this Club,
the late Reverend Lynn J. Radcliffe, in concert I'm
sure with mother and dad, had determined those "cute
little Mayfield brothers", would make fine altar boys
at Hyde Park Community Methodist. Glen and I served
dutifully for two years, sitting thru long services
every week on pint size hard back chairs. The occasion
was a fateful Sunday morning. The organ blared the
downbeat, and the sopranos began the procession down
the aisle. Our job was to rise, and step daintily to
the,front o~ ~he chancel, open the gates, allowing the
cholr and mlnlsters to transcend. To disbelief, the
iron gat~s wouldn: L ufJell. OUL pan::nts were sitting
proudly ln the thlrd row.
I whispered to my brother,
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"it's stuck".
I kept fiddling with the latch. The
organ was thundering, and the singing grew louder. The
robed bodies were coming closer, my heart was pounding,
and dad's face seemed to be expanding. My brother
whispered his feelings.
He was returning to his chair.
I stared for a moment at the Resurrection window above
the narthex. No help! Then looking beyond the gate,
there was a single floor tile among many plain ones,
upon which was inscribed the word PAX.
I'd venture
being the only member, past or present, who's aware of
that tile and the word written on it. Remember, I
learned to read thru the torture method.
The two front
sopranos with piercing crescendos, were by now marching
inplace on my tile. All strong men for the rescue were
at the rear of the procession.
I glanced back to the
altar.
Thru the concealed passage, my brother had
disappeared.
To this day he takes credit for fetching
the engineer who readily resolved the gate's grudging
reluctance.
The power of a labor union proved its worth the
following week.
Brother and I refused to work until
the gates were removed. The only reasonable
relationship this anecdote bares to the subject is the
impact visual reception has on the memory of a
dyslexic.
It's been many years since I've been in that
church, but I'll promise you, there are seven panels in
the Resurrection Window.
During my son's final high school years, we
our word-to - picture memory method. We u~ed
neighbors' yards, already a known sequence,
constructing on the grass giant size imaginary visuals
of the specific thing, or series of things, to be
learned.
I recall one evening, his assignment was
learning dates and persons associated with the
development of flight.
Being in our living room, we
chose the walls about us to do our business. There's a
good chance Frank remembers it was the back wall where
the Wright Brothers took off from Kitty Hawk in 1903
almost knocking over his mother's prized lamp.
'
pra~~iced
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Not recognizing the dyslexjr., or knowing how to
help, the education and performance are compromised,
not his ability.
The convenient tendency to
pragmatically categorize struggling children under
rigid labels, like L.D., does a disservice to
dyslexics. He has a learning difference, he's not
disabled.
The self doubt rest in the memory system.
It's a
cognitive and integrative function received through one
of the senses.
Information is first received, then
registered, stored, and ultimately retrieved.
I'm
reasonably certain most dyslexics receive information
normally.
They understand the written words.
It's in
the registration of written words where the problem
occurs. They need a circumventing coding strategy,
alternate forms of visual imaging and mnemonic
associations. Without the tools, the short term memory
difficulty dogs the dyslexic unmercifully.
The look - say method used commonly in schools is
not necessarily worthless to the dyslexic, but it comes
close. Telling the dyslexic to memorize a series of
associations is tantamount to asking him to program his
own learning.
If the teaching method already has a
fixed paradigm, such as the look-say method, which is
look at the words, register the words, then say i t
later, and the child's problem is with that particular
paradigm, he's absent without fault.
Twenty-five years ago, while touring state prisons
for the General Assembly, I recall wardens mentioning
high number of inmates being quite bright, master minds
in some classes.
In view of that, it causes one to
consider a correlation. The typical convicts early
enviro~ment is often less advantaged.
If dyslexic, the
depreclated self worth seeks recognition, and interests
wander to a less desirable constituency.
For the lessadvantaged dyslexic the path narrows considerably.
Comfort and perceived reward easily become stepping
stones to a criminal career.
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The hypothesis would be, that lower socio-economic
groups have the same percentage of dyslexics as upper
classes; that disadvantaged dyslexics result in more
broken lives; and that prisons have far more broken
lives from society's lower levels. Therefore to infer
there is a much higher percentage of dyslexics in the
prison population than the general population seems
plausible to me. Wouldn't that realization be a
breakthrough? Talking about doors that never open, it
could be prison doors that never need be shut.
One more thought occurs, that of including mature
dyslexics (not just deceased ones) in the scientific
and educational study mix.
If I wanted to know more,
I'd talk to the homing pigeon whose returned to the
loft, not those still in flight.
My observations at
age fifty - eight should be better understood by the
professionals, than closeted ones from my yester years.
Let me offer a sense of dyslexia's nature.
In my
case, it's a minuscule amount of jitteryness when
reading words, not in my eyes, but in a deeper recess.
The degree is slight.
I'm sure it was not discernable
in my youth.
It is not evident when observing a larger
object.
Perhaps the affect of the jitteryness
dissipates as the finite degree measures less to a
greater whole.
There are two fronts, neurology searching for the
cause, and education exploring circumvention.
Cause treatment - education - freedom, big steps!
A couple of average chaps are two of the fortunate
ones. A father and son, whose fullness springs from
the favors of parents, a spouse, a headmaster, a New
England school, Geoffrey's iambic pentameter and the
irrepressible Miss Hutchinson.
'
Clearly I remember my eyes closed, imagining her
field of budding steps and coming flowers, and hearing
softly .
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Whan that Aprille with his shouers sote
The Droghte of Marche hath perced to the rote
and bathed every veyne in swich licour
of which vertue engendred is the flour

CATCH 52
February 16, 1998

Leland Davis

The faded gold leaf, stamped on the wrinkled, red
leather binding read, "GUILD DIARY, 1944." I had
stored it away long ago in the attic along with a pair
of silver wings, an air medal, photographs, a small,
ragged Bible and miscellaneous other memorabilia of
World War II.
"Maybe," I thought as I fished it out
and flipped through the yellowed pages, "maybe I could
use this as the basis for Literary Club paper, maybe
there might be some stuff in here that would be
suitable, like what happened on some of those awful
days of combat flying during the war. Well, let's see.

"
Sunday, April 12, 1944. Shivering in the damp,
freezing darkness of early evening, I stood in line
tonight with several hundred members of the 816th bomb
squadron, 483rd bomb group, l5th Air Corps.
Our base
is in a countryside in Southern Italy, and we waited,
mess kits ready, to go through the outdoor chow line.
I had just returned from my first mission, one of 50
I'm scheduled to fly as a B-17 radio operator-gunner.
I stood in the chow line tonight immediately behind
another airman who was expressing with great relief and
joy the fact that on this day he had completed his 50th
and final raid, and was going home.

